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CdTe is a II-IV group semiconductor with high optical absorption of >104cm-1, and a direct band gap of 1.45 eV, ideal for solar cell 

applications. These properties have made CdTe a promising candidate for production of low-cost PV with high energy conversion 

efficiencies. CdTe absorbers can be deposited by various methods demonstrating the flexibility of this material; however, close-space 

sublimation (CSS) has demonstrated a process which allows uncomplicated processing apparatus, moderate operating pressures, high 

efficiency devices, high deposition rates and efficient material utilisation [1], Such characteristics makes CSS a very attractive deposition 

technique to large scale manufacturing. Here we report the investigation on the effects of substrate and source temperatures, deposition 

time and material preparation of CdTe thin films, fabricated in a home-made CSS system built at CREST, Loughborough University.  
 

 

CdTe thin films were successfully deposited using a home-made 

CSS system. Source plate optimisation showed that compacting 

CdTe powder prior to initiation of the sublimation process resulted 

in higher deposition rates while grain size remained unaffected. 

Furthermore, growth interruption of CdTe films during the 

sublimation process showed the successive steps preceding the 

formation of a continuous film, which include island formation, 

growth and grain coalition in agreement with the Volmer-Weber 

growth model [2] . Further source temperature increase resulted in 

higher growth rates and grain size. CdTe thin films deposited on 

Eagle glass show a zinc blende cubic structure highly oriented 

along (111) direction. 

Fig. 1: CSS Schematic Diagram 
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Fig. 2: Source Plate deposited at a Substrate Temperature of  

560° C, a) SEM Planar View and b) SEM Cross Section  

Fig. 3: Source Plate deposited at a Substrate Temperature of  

600° C, a) SEM Planar View and b) SEM Cross Section  

Fig. 4: Thin Film SEM Deposited  at  a) 590° C, b)  610° C and c) 630° C Source 

Temperatures  

Fig. 5: Thin Film SEM deposited at  a) 1 minute, b)  2.5 minutes  and c) 5 minutes  

Fig. 6: Thin Film SEM Cross Section 

deposited at optimum conditions    

Fig. 7: Thin Film XRD deposited at 

optimum conditions    
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 Optimisation of CdTe absorber on n-type CdS  

 Solar cell fabrication with standard Cu/Au back contact 

  Investigation of copper-free back contacts for Cds/CdTe solar cells 

 


